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REVISED DATE: IL12712001

STJBJECT: TATTOOS, SCARIFICATIONS, BRANDINGS, AND
PIERCINGS

I. PT]RPOSE

There are many factors which influence the community's confidence in our Department. The
image we present to the community must be one of professionalism. Therefore, our
appearance is of utmost importance. It is the preference of the Department that should
personnel obtain any tattoo, scarification, branding or piercing, that they be located in an area
which can be covered with Department approved uniform or attire.

This procedure establishes specihc guidelines concerning the display of tattoos, scarifications,
brands and piercing by members of the Departrnent. It places accountability for compliance
not only upon each employee, but also upon their supervisors and commanding officers.

II. CLASSTTICATION

A. Defuritions

1. Tattoo - the act or practice of marking the skin with indelible or semi-
permanent designs, forms, figures, art etc., by making punctures in the skin
and inserting pigment or applying substances to the skin.

2. Scarification - the act of intentional cutting of the skin for the purpose of
creating a design, form, f,rgure or art.

3. Branding - the act of intentional burning of the skin for the purpose of creating
a design, form, figure or art.

4. Piercing - the act of creating a hole in any part of the body for the purpose of
inserting an object, jewelry or ornamentation.

5. Undisguisable tattoos, scarifications or brands - undisguisable is defined as

those above the collarbone readily visible when wearing an open collar
uniform, any on the hands, and/or any which detract from an appropriate
professional image.

6. Unauthorized tattoos, scarifications or brands - unauthorized is defined as anv
tattoos, scarifications or brands considered inappropriate, unprofessional or
offensive, as outlined in Section II.C. t herein.
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B. Tattoos and Scarification Generally

Any member of the Deparfnent who has a tattoo or scarification shall:

1. cover the tattoo, scarification or brand with apparel appropriate or
applicable to the member's assignment; or

2. Remove the tattoo, scarification or brand at their own expense.

Unauthorized or Undisguisable Tattoos

1. Types Prohibited Completely

The following includes, but is not limited to, the types of unauthorized
tattoos, scarifications, or brands prohibited and strictly subject to
II.B.l.removal:

Depictions of nudity or violence.
Sexually explicit or vulgar art, words, phrases or profane
language.

Symbols likely to incite a strong reaction or disruption in the
worþlace, i.e., swastikas, pentagrams or similar racist symbols.
Initials, acronyms or numbers that represent criminal or
histoiically oppressive organizations, i.e., AI|, KKK, SS, MM,
BGF, HA, 666, or any street gang names, numbers and/or
svmbols.

2. The display of any taffoo, scarification or brand considered.inappropriate,
unprofessional or offensive, regardless of its location, by any member of the
DeparÍnent while on duty or representing the Departrnent in any off,rcial
capacity is prohibited.

3. Any undisguisable tattoos, scarifications or brands, visible while on duty or
representing the Departrnent in any official capacity, must be removed.

Piercings

The piercing and wearing of associated jewelry in visible body parts is prohibited
except as provided for in these Departrnent Policies & Procedures. While on duty,
female employees may wear one small earring per ear. Male employees may not wear
earrings while on duty. No visible piercings and associated jewelry are allowed on any
other parts of the body.

C.

a.

b.

c.

d.

D.
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E. Exceptions

1. When deemed operationally necessary, sworn Deparftnent members in
undercover assignments may display tattoos, scarifications, brands or jewelry
otherwise prohibited by this order, wittr the approval of their Division
Commander.

2. Offrcers and professional staff may be granted an exemption by the Chief of
Police for tattoos, scarificatibns, or brands that cannot be coverqd by apparel
appropriate or applicable to the member's assignment. The final authority for
granting any exemption will rest with the Ofhce of the Chief of Police or an
appointed designee.

3. Officers and professional staff hired prior to May 2007 may request to have
their tattoo(s) "grandfathered in", provided they submit documentation and a
picture of the location of their tattoo(s) on or before December, 2007 . The
picture, documentation, and authorization or non-authoraationwill be filed in
the officer's personnel file. Unauthorized tattoos will not be allowed in all
cases.

F. General Consideratiors

1. The final authority for deciding what is prohibited as to any tattoos, brands,
scarifications, piercings, or jewelry will rest with the Office of the Chief of
Police, or an appointed designee.

2. Jewelry, tattoos, scarifications, brandings or piercing, not in conflict with
specific provisions herein, maybe allowed if required by a recognized religion,
upon written proof of such religious requirement.
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